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Chairman’s Message – June 2020 

By Glynn Chamberlain 

Hi there fellow EMRIG’ers … 

(Editor’s Note: Our poor Chairman is back in Richards Bay [drove back down again yesterday], and chasing 

his tail!  Busy, busy, busy… trying desperately to get things back on track after all the Lockdown disruptions 

to his business, and battling with prototypical (BIG) trains and prototypical (REAL) railway system operations 

and administrators, and not always winning...  Those of you on the chatgroup will have seen his recent pics 

of real-life train derailments, and noticed his absence from the idle chatting that many of us do… well, that’s 

just a part of it… when I spoke to him earlier today, his words were “suffice to say, life is challenging  ”!! 

So when I offered to let him off the hook this month, and offered to excuse him from writing a monthly 

“report” [when there’s absolutely nothing going on club-wise to report on, anyway!], he quickly jumped at 

the opportunity.  He sounds rather frazzled at the moment…  So Glynn sends us his apologies, and regards to 

all the club members, and hopes we’re having a better day than he is!)  

Till next month, 

Happy railroading. 

Glynn Chamberlain 
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Other Club News 

By Brian Dawson 

Yip – The Lockdown Looks Set To Continue For A While Yet… (that’s what I said last month  !) 

As I write this section, it was yesterday (that’s now a week ago) that I was supposed to do my monthly 

Wednesday Key Duty at the club, and the Lockdown started the day after I was supposed to have been on 

Key Duty two months ago!  … and for a while yesterday I sat here at the computer (doing some other stuff), 

wondering when next we will actually be able to pop in at the club again and run our trains…  It’s gonna be 

quite a while yet, I’m sure!  At least our current accommodation at Northmead Mall is relatively dust-free… 

just imagine how dirty and dusty (even rusty?) things would have been if we were still in Shop 23, with bits 

of “ceiling” falling on the layout or the floor every now and then, and the end-of-season rains leaking 

through the roof…!  Will the layout still be functioning when we are finally allowed back in to use it? Or will 

mice have got in and made nests in the scenery or chewed up the wiring?  No doubt there will be a lot of 

track-cleaning required, and the locos that have been standing there (hopefully everything IS actually still 

standing there!) will probably creak and groan and complain when they are first taken for a run!  But at 

least our electricity consumption should be zero for these few months…   

(Is anyone who lives close by, with a “travelling permit”, able to at least go and check what things look like 

there… even through the windows? – and maybe turn off the fridge, if it’s still on and still running!!)   

From emails received, I saw that Mervyn is at least able to sell some stuff on auction (“make me an offer on 

Lot No. …..”), and Craig says he’s still in business and his mail order system is now functioning under the e-

commerce relaxation.  But like I said last month (and very little has changed in a month!), I like to feel the 

stuff I’m buying, hold it in my grubby little hands and look at it, and then make my decision… But I was sore-

ly tempted to put in an offer on two of Mervyn’s job lots!  … but then the items would have just joined the 

collection, as I still wouldn’t have been able to use them in any way… at least not for a while… 

I’ve been pretty good about complying with the Lockdown regulations up to now (no Mia, I didn’t go and 

buy booze illegally – that was all the stuff that I don’t drink, and keep just to be “hospitable”, taking up 

space in the booze cabinet as no whisky-drinker friends are allowed to come around and consume it! ).  I 

have only gone out when absolutely necessary to buy food, and have gone walking alone during the al-

lowed exercising hours under Level 4, worn my mask (while many others have not worn theirs) and made 

sure I am back home by 9:00…  and I haven’t been to the barber either (and it shows!!  A club member here 

[who shall remain nameless] addressed me as “O Hairy One” in an email, after seeing a Lockdown photo of 

me on another chatgroup!)…  

But I am getting seriously sick of not being able to run trains anywhere!  I’m even considering being 

“naughty” under Level 3, and going to somewhere that I know of (no names – no pack-drill!), hidden from 

public view and scrutiny, where I will be able to run a train or two, while wearing my mask after sanitizing 

my hands and not shaking hands with my mates.  I’ve asked my wife’s company if they would consider mak-

ing me an “honorary employee”, and I am prepared to do deliveries of sanitizer and masks and dispensing 

bottles and sanitizer step-stands for them for free, just to be able to get out and about, and have an appar-
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ent excuse to be on the road in a dif-

ferent metropolitan area to where I 

live…!.  It’s probably criminal to be 

thinking like that!...   But sometimes a 

man must do what a man must do…  

and meanwhile, I’ll just get myself 

ready……… (locos loaded!!   ) 

Covid-19 Lockdown Train-related Ac-

tivities – Short Contributions 

I put out another request on the chat-

group for short contributions from our 

members this month, as to what they 

are doing to keep up their train inter-

ests during the Lockdown period.  The response this month was rather disappointing (last month’s re-

sponse was fantastic!!), but I did at least get one short contribution (from Jan), which then got me thinking 

of something again, and one thing led to another….  But the really great thing for this month has been the 

receipt of three unsolicited articles (!!) – two of which are included in the newsletter this month, with an-

other to follow next month (and the promise of another couple on the way!) – and to see Colin TT back 

writing for us again!    And of course, Geoff had said he would write “something” for us last month, which 

turned into a major contribution, featured this month!      So this has actually turned into quite a busy 

(47 page!) newsletter! 

Club Communications Media (our regular monthly reminder) 

These are our Newsletter, our Website, our Whatsapp Group, and our Facebook page, and occasional gen-

eral Email correspondence… 

The Website address is www.emrig.co.za.   

The Newsletter is uploaded to the club’s website each month, and a link to the website location is emailed 

to members once the latest newsletter is available.  Members who have requested such, are emailed a 

copy of the newsletter.  Printed copies of all recent newsletters are also housed in the club library (in a blue 

file).      

The Whatsapp Chatgroup is administered by Niel Wilson.  To be added to the group, you need to be an ac-

tive paid-up member of the club.  Send Niel a message at 078-305-5248, and he will add you to the group.   

The Facebook page...  Type “EMRIG” in the searchbox at the top of your Facebook homepage (this assumes 

you are on Facebook).  This will bring up the club’s page.  And if you like it, “Like” it!!!  ;-) 

Emails are sent to club members when there is something important / urgent that you need to be notified 

about. 

 

http://www.emrig.co.za/
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The MoNyUp Layout Story 

By Geoff Kingsburgh 

The name for my layout comes from a play on railroad names – the acronyms of:   

 Missouri Pacific - “Mopac”  

 the New York Central - “NYC”   

 and, of course, the Union Pacific - “UP’”  
Many years ago, my wife Marianne agreed to me building a Model Train Room.  After many years of 

setbacks, what with a friend’s furniture and belongings being stored in the empty train room (he came for 

three months, and stayed for eight years!)…. but that’s another story... 

In the meantime, after an insurance claim after a burst geyser, our Insurers advised that the house roof had 

to be painted, or they would not cover us for any further water damage.  We complied.  What’s this got to 

with model railroading, you will ask? Read on…. 

Well now, furniture and belongings were out of the train room, and work was started on the bench work.  

Then along came a storm, and to my horror the train room roof started leaking, water came through the 

ceiling, ran down the walls, and the bench work got soaked.  The roof had never leaked before the roof-

painting!  Well, you all know what happens when SA Pine gets wet... 

We then hired a “professional” water-proofing company to sort out the leak problem – mistake no. 2!  

Then, after three replaced ceilings, and leaks that took another ten years to get sorted out (which happened 

only after much wrangling and  legal nonsense) could I finally get round to my passion and goal – MODEL 

RAILROADING!  

I hope that this explains all my frustrating delays... 

Now, to all EMRIG members, herewith the progress of the MoNyUp Railroad… 

An Introduction to the MoNyUp  

The Train Room is 49ft by 20ft - to the youngsters among you, that’s around 15m by 6m.  

The Layout description is as per wall orientation, as the room is 49ft north to south and 20ft east to west.  

The Layout has been designed by Brian Clark specifically for “Operations”.  The Time Period is pre-1956 to 

End of Steam – dieselization, but only first-generation diesels.  Track running is left-handed, as per the USA 

system.   

The Layout design is completely “walk around”, around all four walls, with two dog-bone peninsulas in the 

centre – the West Peninsula, and the East Peninsula, which both extend out into the room from the south 

wall, and will divide the layout into two Divisions – the Western Division and Eastern Division.  

By 24th April 2019, the water-damaged basic bench work had been replaced, and was completed. 
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Here is a very schematic diagram to help you orientate yourself around the layout, just showing the “places” 

and features, and not the actual track layout routing.  

Below, I have included quite a few photos on the progress that has since been made to date with the 

building of the MoNyUp layout, and then following the photos is a description of the MoNyUp layout.  
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Figure 1. Bench work along the north wall,   Figure 2. The West Peninsula under construction. 

that would become the Afton Yard. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. The west wall with the risers being installed for 

Farmdale.   
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Figure 4. Still chaos, and the 

beginnings of the East 

Peninsula. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Experimenting with 

actual radii for the curve 

around Akinbak Mountain.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Base of Afton Yard in 

place.  
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Figure 7. Akinbak Mountain 

curve under construction, with 

shelf for the exit from Afton 

Yard in the background. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Homemade 110ft 

turntable pit in place, and 

laying out of yard at Farmdale. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Laying out the yard at 

Afton. 
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Figure 10. Figuring out the yard 

throat entrance and exit on the 

western side of Afton. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11. Working on the 

Farmdale Yard. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12. Farmdale Yard 

completed, with track to 

Akinbak in the background. 
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Figure 13. Completing the yard 

entrance and exit throat for 

Farmdale, with the curve to the 

Bietschtal Bridge over the 

Hudson River Gorge in the 

background. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14. Temporary bridge 

over Hudson River Gorge, with 

track bed from the riverside 

curving toward Clarkdale on 

the southern wall. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15. The Lifting 

Section at the east end 

of the Afton Yard under 

construction.  
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Figure 16. Another view of the 

Lifting Bridge.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17. Afton Yard almost 

completed, with foam under 

track ballast, used instead of 

cork. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 18. Yard 

throat at east end of 

Afton under 

construction. 
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Figure 19. View looking east, of 

Afton Yard and Lift Bridge in 

the corner, behind the ladder. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 20. View of completed yard throat exit west of Afton, with City of Afton to come in the corner.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 21. View of track running south over Hudson River into tunnel under Farmdale.  
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Figure 22. View of Afton Yard 

with eastern yard throat 

traversing the Lifting Bridge. 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Figure 23. View of Lifting Bridge 

joints modelled after a British 

modeller’s example of how to 

joint tracks at folding lifting 

bridge on his layout. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 24. View of the end of the 

double mainline from Afton going 

south on the eastern wall, showing the 

Afton Engine Terminal with turntable 

and the positioning of the 6-stall 

Roundhouse, with the dog-bone curve 

trackbed in place on the northern end 

of the East Peninsula. 
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Figure 25. View of placement 

of Main Passenger Station at 

Afton (to the right) and 

Classification Yard (to the left), 

with the site of the City in the 

background in the northwest 

corner of the train room. 

   

 

 

Figure 26. Finally arrived! – the 

two Central Valley Bridge kits, 

which when completed will 

span the Hudson River before 

and after the tunnel under the 

turntable at Farmdale.   

 

 

 

 

Figure 27. View of track work at the bend towards the West Peninsula.  The upper-level track is the track 

from Farmdale (out of picture to the right) crossing the Bietschtal Bridge, going east (left) towards Summit, 

before turning north to Akinbak.  
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Figure 28. Crossing of double mainline to industries south of Clarkdale, with the upper level track to Akinbak 

from Farmdale above. 

 

 Figure 29. View of mainline at 

Clarkdale, with passing loop 

and track to industries to be 

established with the coming of 

the railroad.  The Shinohara 

Crossover in this view had to 

be removed and replaced with 

a crossover made up of Peco 

switches and a short crossing, 

due to electrical unreliability of 

the Shinohara Crossover.  

 

Figure 30. View of crossover 

north of Clarkdale, to 

accommodate trains from 

Akinbak entering the yard.  

In the upper right is the track 

from Farmdale which descends 

into the Akinbak Classification 

Yard.   In the background can 

be seen the mainline curve 

around Akinbak Mountain.   
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Figure 31. The mainline curve 

around Akinbak Mountain with 

the single track decending from 

Farmdale. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 32. A view this time of 

the track from Farmdale passing 

under itself, the lower level 

about to enter the Akinbak Yard. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 33. Overall view of 

mainline about to enter the 

Akinbak Yard, with the 

descending track from Farmdale 

above the mainline, and in the 

background where the Farmdale 

line joins the mainline to enter 

the Akinbak Yard. 
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Figure 34. Looking south.  Akinbak Yard throat entrance with the Farmdale line joining-switch just visible in 

the lower right corner.  Unfortunately the crossover in the picture is being replaced by a crossover made up 

of Peco switches and a short crossing due to electrical problems. 

 

 

Figure 35. Overall view of 

Akinbak Classification Yard just 

after the yard throat.  Just to 

make operation interesting,  the 

spur shown above will lead off 

to an Industry, yet to be 

determined, maybe a mine or an 

oilfield just below the slopes of 

the Akinbak Mountain.  

 

 

 

Figure 36. The southern end of 

the Akinbak Yard, showing the 

installed 130ft turntable and 

location of the 5-stall 

Roundhouse and the Steam 

refueling facility including 

water tower. 
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Figure 37. Close view of 

turntable and the two-track 

Diesel refueling facility.  The 

track will continue south in a 

single mainline, and curve left 

to the East Peninsula. 

 

  

 

 

 

Figure 38. View northwards, 

of the West Peninsula (on the 

left), and the chaotic state of 

the East Peninsula (on the 

right).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 39. Testing of the 

installation of the first of 5 UR 

90s . 
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Figure 40. View of first installed 

UR 90. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 41. First Loco to run on the MoNyUp on the 26th April 2020, a year after benchwork completed. 

 

The Western Division  

Described below is the Western Division…  

All the track work described in the text below has been laid, tested and is operational.  At present there is 

no scenery, only open bench work. 

On the Northern Wall 

Located in the northwest corner of the layout is the City of AFTON.  Afton has a large Passenger Terminal, 

with three dedicated Passenger Tracks, and a combination  Freight / Passenger Track for the off-loading of 

dairy products, delivered in dedicated milk reefers,  and frozen meat delivered by dedicated refrigeration 
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meat reefers for the ‘’City Of Afton’’.  Trains enter and exit Afton from both the east and the west.  Exiting 

Afton to the east will be over a Lifting Bridge, in place across the entrance doorway crossing, using the 

double mainline tracks, passing east of the Afton Steam Engine Facility with 130ft turntable and 6-stall 

Roundhouse.   

 The Afton Classification Yard allows access for freight trains from the west as well as from the east through 

sets of switches, to allow access to all tracks in the Passenger Station as well as the Yard.  

The entrance to the Afton Steam Engine Facility, which caters for steam coaling, water refilling and the 130ft 

turntable and 6-stall Roundhouse, is through dedicated tracks exiting from the Classification Yard and run-

around track, across the Lifting Bridge.    

On the Western Wall 

Trains exiting Afton to the west travel south on the double mainline and cross the “Hudson River” over a 

200ft Central Valley double-track truss bridge.  They then enter a short tunnel bored through the mountain 

below the Farmdale turntable (Farmdale is on a level above the mainline and river).  After exiting the tunnel 

the tracks cross the Hudson River again over another 200ft Central Valley double-track truss bridge.  They 

then follow the Hudson River for almost 35ft, a water-level route.  The Hudson River then leaves the layout 

through a deep Gorge, under the Bietschtal Bridge, the track then swings left (along the south wall) and 

then climbs a slight incline to travel north to CLARKDALE (on the West Peninsula).   

On the West Peninsula 

Clarkdale is a crossing point for passenger and freight trains destined for Afton and Akinbak and the Eastern 

Division.  Clarkdale has a few small industries that attract freight activity, and switching will be 

accommodated by either steam or diesel switchers, as stated in the Operating Instruction Rules.  No 

mainline locos will be allowed to conduct switching. 

Leaving Clarkdale, the train travels north and passes around the large Akinbak Mountain. 

 The track follows around the Akinbak Mountain, turning back south along the eastern side of the West 

Peninsula, and the train then passes over the switch for the single mainline that comes in from Farmdale.  

The train then enters the Akinbak Classification Yard. 

The AKINBAK Yard has the following facilities:  

Six-track Classification Yard with loco run-around.  

5-stall Roundhouse, with 130ft turntable complete with steam coaling, and water tower. 

Two-track diesel fuelling and servicing facility.    

Trains will be classified at Akinbak for further destinations, one being FARMDALE. 

Trains depart from Akinbak north towards Clarkdale and Afton via a two-track mainline, while departing to 

the south will be via a single-track mainline to the rest of the layout (still to be laid out).    
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Trains for Farmdale exit Akinbak also travelling northwards, to pass the eastern side of Akinbak, climbing 

above the in-bound double mainline track to Akinbak.  Trains then cross over the exit track and travel along 

the ridge above Clarkdale, along past the passing loop for trains to and from Farmdale, this being a single 

track. 

Trains then sweep right to pass west of SUMMIT, and proceed to cross the Bietschtal Bridge which spans the 

Hudson River Gorge, then swing north back along the western wall on the upper level to Farmdale.   

Back on the Western Wall (Upper level) 

Entering FARMDALE, trains pass the large Stockyards facility which has multiple loading docks plus three 

holding tracks for stock cars, waiting for loading.  Passing the Stockyards, trains arrive at a large Dairy 

Industry complex, with icing facilities for the milk reefers.  This facility is serviced by two tracks to allow for 

reefer icing, dairy product loading, and a run-around track for motive power – a genuinely nice operating 

Yard. Being a dead-end facility there is a coaling tower and water tank, as well as a 110ft turntable for the 

mainline locos and the dedicated switching loco. 

Rule 1 

No mainline locomotives, steam or diesel, will be permitted to carry out switching at any facility or in the 

Yards, on the Western Division of the MoNyUp railroad.  These actions will be conducted by dedicated 

switch engines, steam or diesel.  

 

Layout Phase Two – the track work on the East Peninsula and eastern wall is to be started once all electrical 

work including all track feed droppers have been installed and completed on the north wall, west wall and 

West Peninsula. 

The Eastern Division 

All the bench work for the south wall, East Peninsula and east wall is fully completed.  This will be known as 

the Eastern Division.  

All the mainlines here will be single track, as will be the short lines that are envisaged.  On this section, 

freight locos will be permitted to switch at the various small towns.    

I must extend my sincerest thanks to Brian Clark for all the hard work that he put into the planning of this 

Operating Model Railroad. 

I hope you will all take the opportunity to visit the MoNyUp Layout located in Alphen Park, Benoni, and feel 

free to call me whenever you wish to visit.  

In closing, I am looking for Volunteers to help me on the MoNyUp Layout, which should be an Operator’s 

dream, when completed. 
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Covid 19 Lockdown Train Activities 

By just one (  ) club member (Jan Kruger ) this month  

Trainz     from Jan Kruger 
 
With regards the working on or playing with trains during this lock down period, I really have a bit of a 
problem.  I have a small working layout that I got going just before the lock down. It still needs a lot of work 
on the scenery etc., but at least I can run a loco either in DC or DCC.  However, this layout is in Rynpark 1, 
where I had access to space, whereas I am living in Rynpark 3, and there are no visits allowed between the 
different Parks, which means that I am stuck without any physical trains! 
 
However, I have this little programme that runs on my computer, and I can therefore play with trains 
without having to clean any tracks, and no problems with derailments etc. either (unless you “crash” the 
train). 
 
The nice thing about this is that you can take the train out into the country for a long ride, driving from 
inside the cabin, or from the outside of the cab, watching your train. You can also do a lot of shunting 
(without the problem of physical uncoupling), and you can load and unload loads of basically anything.  
 
The programme I use is called TANE (Trainz: A New Era). There is some newer stuff on their website. 
The website address is http://www.trainzportal.com. 
 
I’ve provided some screenshots, to give you some examples of what I get up to… 

 

Driving your train… (view from inside the cab) 

 

 

http://www.trainzportal.com/
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… and this includes operating the different types of brakes… 

 

 

… and running in different weather conditions: Sunny… 

 

Rainy… 

 

Snow… 
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Even at night-time… 

 

 

… and with different freight loads (compare this carefully with the sunny picture above!)  
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… and the loading / unloading of visible freight… 

 

 

 

… or else running Passenger Services… 
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Thank you, Jan!!     

 

(Editor’s Note: And to read a slightly more detailed description of Jan’s “little programme”, you can also 

read my “Running Trains - Virtually” article, which you’ll find a bit further on in the newsletter…   ) 
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Locomotives, Engines and Trains seen on my Model Railway  

by Colin Tanner-Tremaine 

 

My previous articles covered, in the main, diesels – so, now, back to steam locomotives…   

Thomas and Friends. 

I was recently asked to fit decoders into engines of the Thomas and Friends range. My client had purchased 

5 of the Bachmann models and 5 Digitrax decoders. Now before going too far down this road I enquired of 

his DCC system and the maker of the decoders. He had the Hornby Select, the smaller of the two Hornby 

systems, and DZ126 decoders. This Hornby DCC system is known for not working with many decoders, so I 

installed a DZ126 only into Thomas the Blue engine, for him to test with his Select.  Sure enough – it did not 

work, although it performed well on my Digitrax system. 

 

 

The friends of Thomas are Emily, Cargo, the little Green engine and William? 

So with this knowledge I did not install any other decoders. The client then realised that the solution was to 

abandon the Hornby Select, and go Digitrax, with a Zephyr. With this up and running I then installed decoders 

into Thomas’s friends. The family is now happily working together under the control of the Zephyr. 

These little engines are not cheap, as they are solid and of a well-built “child proof” construction. No fancy 

details, no add-ons or sharp parts. With simple mechanisms and drive systems they ran very well under DCC 

command. Installing the decoders was a simple job as there was plenty of space for small decoders, and all 

wires were easily accessible. Tension lock couplings are fitted at rear and front, so they will work with standard 

Bachmann and Hornby rolling stock. I would recommend them for the younger train enthusiast as they are 

attractive, robust, and run well on either DC or DCC control. 
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The GWR Class 4575 2-6-2 

Following the cessation of class 45xx Small Prairie production at Swindon works in 1924, the period 1927-1929 

saw the construction of a further 100 2-6-2 locomotives.  These carried the number series 4575-5574 and 

became known as the 4575 class, sometimes referred to as the 55xx class.  They were immediately 

recognisable by their taller water tanks with sloping tops at their front end. These had a water capacity of 1300 

gallons (5850 litres), 300 gallons more than its predecessor, the 45xx Class. This made them heavier than the 

45xx, with a total weight increased from 57 to 61 tons. They featured larger coal bunkers, outside steam pipes, 

and improved super heaters that originally saw introduction on 45xx with No 4555 in 1924.  

Generally, because of their increased water capacity, the 4575 series were more widespread in their duties 

than the 45xx, primarily working a variety of local and branch line services. In 1935, 15 of the class had auto 

apparatus fitted for push-pull auto-coach operation in the Cardiff area. 

 

 

 

As branch lines closed or diesel multiple units took over, withdrawals from service took place on a large scale, 

with the last four engines of the Class being withdrawn in 1964.  Five examples of the class have survived into 

preservation, No’s 5521, 5541, 5542, 5553 and 5572.  
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Performance figures: 

Built in Swindon and Wolverhampton works, 1906-1929, 175 built 

Weight    4500 class: 57 tons 18 cwt; 4575 class: 61 tons 0 cwt. 

Driving wheel diameter  4 ft 7.5 inches 

Boiler pressure    200 psi 

Cylinders   Two 17 in diameter 24 inch stroke 

Valve gear   Stephenson (piston valves) 

Coal capacity   3 tons 14cwt with enlarged bunker 

Water capacity   1000 gallons for class 4500 

      1300 gallons for class 4575 

Tractive effort   21,250 lbs at 85% boiler pressure 

 

The model seen on my layout belongs to the SciBono science and discovery centre, and has been in active 

service for several years. It has performed very well, and was fitted with a micro sound decoder and small 

speaker in the coal bunker. It was employed on the auto-coach train on the branch line. However the motor 

has now gone open-circuit, and needs replacement. After months of searching the Bachmann distributors and 

spares merchants for a new motor, this has now ended fruitless; Bachmann admit that there are no more 

available.  Pity – so it is now relegated to the shed as a display item. Its duties have been taken over by another 

GWR tank engine Class 64xx as described below. 
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(Editor’s Note: And here is that little 

engine AT SciBono, my photo taken in 

2016, which quite coincidentally 

featured in last month’s “Whose Layout 

Is This?”!)  

 

 

The GWR Class 64XX 

First introduced into service with the Great Western Railway in 1932, the 6400 class is an evolution of the 

classic GWR Pannier Tank family, with its basic design dating back almost 60 years previous. Charles Collett, 

chief engineer of the Great Western Railway, reworked the classic design for the twentieth century. 

The 6400 was built for a specific purpose, the working of the Push-Pull passenger trains; these were referred to 

as auto-trains. This method of operation was more efficient as it avoided the need for the locomotive to be 

uncoupled and run round the train at the end of each train journey, saving time and money. 

The 6400 was a small batch build, dating from 1932 until 1937, eventually totalling 40 locomotives numbered 

6400-6439. With the introduction of Diesel Multiple Units (DMU) in the early 1960s, all were withdrawn from 

British Railways use by 1964.  Three have been preserved for use on UK heritage lines, including 6412 with the 

early style cab and bunker arrangement. 

 

The model seen here on my layout was a new purchase on behalf of SciBono for use on their auto-train. It is a 

Bachmann Branch-line product, which ran very well on DC straight out of the box. It was DCC-ready, with the 

socket ready for the 6-pin decoder. As it was to replace the Bachmann Prairie Tank described above, the 

intention was to fit a sound decoder. Although a micro-decoder could be fitted in the body, and there was 
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space in the cab for a small cubic loud speaker, it was impossible to get it in as the whole body, cab and coal 

bunker are glued together. So the possibility of mounting the loud speaker in the coach is being investigated. 

(Editor’s note: The DC loco which is presently being left on the “HO Shunting Layout” at the club, for you guys 

to try out the shunting puzzle in Doug Langford’s beautiful Douglasdale yard, which superficially looks quite 

similar to this little Class 64xx Pannier, is actually a Class 5700.  But the DCC loco also available for use on the 

shunting layout [whenever BrianD is around] is the same little Class 55xx as described earlier by Colin.)   

 

 

Attractive little tank engines!    

The next part (Part 7, which will appear in the July edition of our newsletter) will cover real mainline steam 

engines of the LMS. 

(Editor’s Postscript: It is SO good to see Colin getting back to writing this series of his again, after an 

absence of some three and a half years (Part 5 appeared in our July/August/September 2016 newsletter,  

when Colin was Chairman and Newsletter Editor [and everything else as well], with an Addendum in the 

October/November edition.  In the December 2016 edition of the newsletter, he said that Part 6 was “not 

ready as yet – being worked on to check facts”, but then he went back working and was really busy, and 

stopped writing…  We’re so glad that he has now found some time to resume writing for us again!)    
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 Silent no More with a Difference 

By John Burkhardt 

 

 

 

 

The Coal Drag 

For those of you not familiar with my layout, it is in the shape of a folded dog-bone with a reverse loop 

staging at each end, and about 60m of main line connecting CHEYENNE staging and GRAND JUNCTION / 

UTAH staging, where we find the GJ MINING Co structure from Corner Stone.  

 

Our operating schedule incorporates four movements of a Coal Drag, consisting of 15 x 100 ton 3-bay hop-

per cars usually drawn by a single N&W Y6b articulated steam engine, known to be the steam engine in 

regular service producing the highest tractive effort at the rail head.  In addition, the composite includes an 

auxiliary water tender and a brightly coloured box car (read track cleaner) for the purpose of delivering ex-

plosives and detonators to the mine. GJM Co is mining coal for dropping off single hoppers in Colorado 

Springs and Denver along the way to delivering the bulk to industry and power generation in Cheyenne.  

In the timetable, the Coal Drag movements start with the empties returning all the way from CHEYENNE to 

GJ MINING Co. This assignment is basically an uninterrupted move, which only requires the pickup of an 

empty hopper at DENVER & CS, yet the only real work for the operator is at GRAND JUNCTION, where he is 

Usually under the heading of Silent no More I write about modifying locos to operate with authentic sounds and 

better mechanical performance, to enhance the operating sessions on my layout. As Brian asked again for a short 

article maybe I can give you a glimpse of our session, by describing one of the operations that requires a bit more of 

the operator than just driving the train from A to B, as it involves some physical work to be done by the train 

operator.      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LIMA SAR CLASS 34 

In Parts 1 & 2 we prepared the Loco chassis to improve electrical pick up and to accept the wire connections from the 

shell, which we modified to accept mounting of a speaker, LED lights and a PCB type decoder. All that now remains 

for us to do is to mate the two assemblies and program the decoder for optimal performance of the loco. 

However as I was loaned another of these models, and while on my work bench I decided to photograph the possible 
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required to haul the loaded train out of the mine’s tracks, and subsequently shunting the empties into the 

mine, and finally moving the loaded train into UTAH staging, ready for the next movement.   

This next movement does not require any special work except again, depending on how the schedule is 

moving along, to drop off one loaded hopper in CS & DENVER for their loco coaling stations. Hence, to add 

some interest for the operator I added an actual unloading operation for him/her to perform in CHEYENNE! 

 

For this we required some sure-footed quality equipment that can withstand handling under pressure and 

movement, so all my hoppers are from BLI, properly weighted and with metal wheels & Kadees. Apart from 

having excellent paint work, detailing and rolling characteristics, they all came with a plastic insert coal 

load. However these loads were almost a press fit into the body, and in order to get them out of the car 

one needs to insert an Xacto blade to pry them out. Obviously that is not conducive for a swift unloading or 

loading operation for that matter! 

 

So luckily I’ve got a little RYOBI disc grinder to take all four sides of the coal loads down quite a bit, and at 

the same time trim the corners so that these loads now just drop freely into the top of the hoppers! 

Loading up the empties back at the mine is done by the operator who took the loaded train previously 

down to CHEYENNE staging, and that did not present him with a problem as there usually is no time pres-

sure on him, as this was his last action in this assignment before taking on whatever task he does next. But 

also they now really drop in quite easily if held reasonably in line with the aperture of the hopper car.  
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Unloading the hoppers, or extricating the load, is a different matter. But with a steady hand, and because 

these cars are really foot-sure, there is a method that has to date proved successful. The unloading takes 

place at CHEYENNE staging, and is performed while the train is moving at snail’s pace into staging track 1. 

For that purpose the operator is provided with a swivel chair, which has a few benefits in as much as it 

takes him down to eyelevel with his train, and his lap at the same time will form a safety net should a mis-

hap make a hopper leave the track, bound for the floor. 

      

For this operation, the throttle holders designed and manufactured by member Niel Wilson are really 

handy and in fact essential as, together with a UP5 LocoNet panel situated between them, this frees both 

hands of the operator to be used for the unloading operation, while still affording him immediate access to 

train control should things get out of hand. Being seated of course also helps in a more relaxed attitude to 

his work at hand. 

Now, as the train crawls past his eyes, he pushes down on the coal load with the index finger of one hand 

to raise the opposite end of the coal load, which he then can grab with the other hand, to pull it gently free 

of the moving hopper car, and deposits it into the plastic tray (ready to take to the mine for loading up the 

empties), before repeating the operation on the following car. The emphasis here is that all pressure and 

pulling is done in a perfectly vertical direction with none sideways or fore and aft – and all shall be well! 
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Once the operator has extracted all 15 loads and deposited them in the tray above, he takes them to GJ 

MINING Co and drops them into the empty hoppers, and then makes himself available for the next assign-

ment. This double move of empties up from Cheyenne to GJM Co and loaded back to Cheyenne later on 

gets repeated in the Op-session, which normally lasts for around 2hr 10’. 

Although this operation, for obvious reasons, is nowhere near as impressive as the actual Arduino-

controlled, motor-driven rotating tippler as recently featured on YouTube, it was never my intention to 

have an automated operation, but rather one that gets the operator involved hands-on – and judging by 

comments made by my operators, that objective has been achieved with minimal effort from my side.    

John Burkhardt 2020.05.28 

 

Running Trains Again – Virtually! 

By Brian Dawson 

 “Back in the olden days” (were we the only family who used that expression when we were kids, or was it 

in common usage?) to do something VIRTUALLY meant to NEARLY do it, but not quite manage it…  “You 

could virtually reach out and touch the shark, it was that close!”, for example…   My 1976 vintage Concise 

Oxford Dictionary describes VIRTUAL as “…that is such for practical purposes though not in name or 

according to strict definition”… like being the “virtual manager” of the business, although not actually 

appointed (or appropriately financially compensated, no doubt!), to do the job…  In these more modern 

times, however, with computerisation and digital this and digital that, VIRTUAL now has taken on a rather 

different meaning...    
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I was chatting with Jan Kruger one day, about this and that, and he mentioned that he doesn’t come and 

run trains on the club layout all that often, because he has this fantastic layout – not in a train room at 

home, but on his laptop computer!  I asked him if he could show it to me, and one day he brought his 

laptop in to the club, and we sat down together at the tea table, he booted up the laptop, and opened up 

his train driver simulation programme called Trainz, and I spent the next hour, at least, as he gave me a 

demonstration, absolutely fascinated by what this package had to offer!  At the end he said “So now you 

see why I don’t really need to come and run trains at the club – I can spend hours and hours running trains 

on here, at any time of the day or night (and often late into the night!), in the comfort of my own study!”  

So Jan has this “game” called Trainz: A New Era (T:ANE).  I don’t know how it can be called “a game”, when it 

is in effect a simulator for operating a railway “virtually”, as well as driving any number of different 

locomotives, whether steam, diesel or electric!   The website says that the programme was “Developed to 

raise the simulation genre to new heights, with stunning graphics, realism and accuracy, the built-in routes 

allow you to explore the world of today, or travel back in time to relive the glory days of railroad history. Or 

you can create your own favourite section of railroad using the amazing Surveyor world building tools.”  It 

really is quite amazing, and the graphics are pretty fantastic! 

The basic “core edition” T:ANE package includes four different railways, set in very different geographical 

regions and eras.  These are: 

 Chesapeake & Ohio RR, Hinton Division - (United States, 1950) 
Hinton Division is one of the major coal producing areas for the C&O, starting just west of Thurmond, West 
Virginia through to Hinton, WV, and also includes the Laurel Creek Sub Division, and parts of the Piney 
Creek Sub, Rend Sub and Loup Creek Sub Divisions. 

 ECML Kings Cross - (Edinburgh, 1976) 
This edition delivers the full route from London’s Kings Cross Station all the way to Edinburgh in Scotland - a 
393 mile drive! With significant updates to almost every feature along the track, the route will take you back 
in time to 1976 in the United Kingdom. 

 Healesville - (Australia, 1910’s) 
This is a faithful recreation of the towns, stations, bridges and rural countryside of 1915 Australia. The line 
includes several notable features, including the 1.6 mile long timber trestle bridge over the Yarra River and 
flood plains between Yering and Yarra Glen, and one of the very few tunnels on the Victorian Railways (at 
the top of the 'Tunnel Hill' grade between Tarrawarra and Healesville). 

 Kickstarter County – (a fictitious region of the USA) 
Based upon the famous Highland Valley route from the early days of Trainz, Kickstarter County has received 
a huge upgrade with new content, new track and new industries. This route is a tribute to all our Kickstarter 
Backers who helped make Trainz: A New Era possible, and includes a range of customized assets dedicated 
to our keenest supporters. 

A further four fantastic additional Routes are available as downloads (obviously at additional cost) in the 
Deluxe Edition of T:ANE: 

 Avery - Drexel - (United States, 1970's) 
The Milwaukee Road route runs from the end of the electrification in Avery, across the Bitterroot Mountains 
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via the St Paul Pass, and all the way to the crew-change point at Alberton.  It features Little Joe EF4 electrics 
and a huge range of seasonal rolling stock. 

 Warwick to Wallangarra - (Australia 1990's) 
Follow the QR Southern railway line through the Darling Downs and into Granite country, right to the border 
with New South Wales. 

 The BiDye Traction Railroad - (Someone's Garage, USA) 
The BiDye Traction Railroad shows off the versatility of Trainz: A New Era, by creating a virtual model 
railroad for you to explore. Built in a large virtual garage in much less time and at a fraction of the cost of a 
traditional model railroad, this short line electric-traction railroad serves several inter-dependent industries.  
The industries include lumber mill, furniture factory, grain mill, commercial bakery, paint and solvent 
factory, metal can and container factory, and a coal-fired electricity plant. 

 Season Town Northern Railroad - (East USA) 
The Season Town Northern Rail Road (STNRR) is based in fictional 'Season Town', situated somewhere in the 
East or Middle West of the USA. The aptly named Season Town supports season-change functionality. 
Control the weather, and see how the route responds to the snow!  The layout provides a mainline section 
as well as a 6 mile branch line connecting a limestone mine with a cement plant, as well as a streetcar 
network consisting of four branches. 

So there are lots of different options to “play” with, depending on what you feel like on the day….! 

Again, according to their website (www.trainzportal.com), Trainz: A New Era features… 

 New graphics engine with full world shadows and per-pixel lighting. 
 Real-time physics feedback and editing tools. 
 Procedural animated spline junctions. 
 Super-elevated track. 
 Realistic cab sway and external train motion. 
 Smoke and weather affected by world objects. 
 Track Blocks (Signal Boxes). 
 In-game player navigation system. 
 Multiplayer. 
 Multi-window support. 
 Improved in-game browser. 
 Configurable control schemes. 
 In-game downloadable content system for both payware and freeware options. 
 Access to over 250,000+ free DLC (downloadable content) items via The Download Station. 

I think what Jan demonstrated to me was just the basic “Kickstarter County” line.  And even that was pretty 

impressive!  He has downloaded a number of different additional locomotives, and so we could choose a 

loco from out of his “engine shed”.  We started off in the service area, where the diesel loco was tanked up.  

I think (it’s quite a while ago that he showed this programme to me) he had set out wagons at different 

industries near his setting-off point.  If I recall correctly, you can either set out your own choice of wagons at 

industries, or request the programme to provide you with a task list for you to tackle, in which case it sets 

out some wagons for you.  He had a list of the wagons that we needed to pick up, with their contents (and 

to what extent [mass] they were loaded), and the destinations to which they needed to be delivered.  We 

http://www.trainzportal.com/
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then left the loco service area, and navigated our way to the first of the sidings where we picked up a wagon, 

and then to the next siding for another couple of wagons, etc., and in this way we put our train together.  

And then we set off, on a realistic long run through the American countryside, until we arrived at the first 

siding where we needed to drop off a couple of loaded wagons, and pick up an empty for onward 

consignment.   

The coupling and uncoupling activities are totally realistic, seen in birds-eye view and close up.  The 

coupling knuckles open and clang closed when you couple up.  The coupled wagon shifts as the loco or 

wagon nudges up against it for the coupling.  The sound effects are realistic!   

When a wagon is dropped off at an industry for loading or unloading, it has to be placed accurately at the 

correct loading bay or chute, and the appropriate doors or chutes then open (all animated!), and the “load” 

(which can be seen – like the meat carcasses in Jan’s example!) moves in or out of the wagon!  There is a 

clickable graphic which shows the quantum of the load that is leaving or entering the wagon, as it is 

unloaded or loading up, so that you know how heavy your wagon (and then your train) is.    

As the train travels along the route, it is possible, through just a click of the mouse, to change one’s view of 

the route, whether from above as in birds-eye view, or by dropping down to any viewpoint relative to the 

train – high above and facing in direction of travel, or dropping down to in front of or alongside the cab of 

the loco, or further back along the train, above or to left or right, so that the train can be seen ahead of you, 

rocking and rolling over the points and irregularities in the track.  This vantage-point position is  completely 

variable – rather like doing a 3-D “navigation” in Google Earth, where you can change your height and zoom 

in or out, higher or lower, or be anywhere in between!  You can zoom all the way out and see your whole 

route as if it was a satellite photograph below you, with a miniscule train moving on a track, or you can 

zoom right down and face forward and see individual trees and signals and gantries flashing past…   Or you 

can enter the cab, and see the route ahead as the driver would see it!  The 3-D effects are awesome!  

It is also possible to select whether you want just a simple driver operation, such as we might have on our 

club layout using our DCC throttles – adjusting direction of travel and speed, and activating simple functions 

like blowing the horn or ringing the bell.  Or else – you can elect to be the driver of that particular type of 

locomotive, and then have to correctly operate all of the various switches, levers, valves, etc., required in 

order to make the train move!  There are different brakes that have to be activated / deactivated, not just a 

simple “decelerate” function to slow down and hopefully stop in time!  There’s no big hand in the sky to 

reach out and grab the loco if it’s not slowing down fast enough! And when the train hits a bit of a gradient 

you have to accelerate and increase power, or the train stalls, especially when it is heavily laden!  The 

functionality is VERY realistic!  It’s a driver / “engineer” simulator!    

The points (“switches” on the American layouts) have to be correctly set on the route ahead of you, or there 

are consequences!!!  I can’t recall what the consequences are (Jan made sure that all the points were 

correctly set – again this is done by placing the cursor where it needs to be and clicking the mouse – and so 

we never actually derailed), but I gathered that they are pretty severe! 

What I guess I’m trying to say – is that it’s a pretty impressive railway “game”, where you can either do full-

on “freight operations”, or just drive a ready-made train from point A to point B and then back again (and 

enjoy the spectacular scenery), if that’s all you want to do. 
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Jan provided a number of “screenshot” pics, which are include in the earlier (Covid-19 Lockdown Activities) 

article, demonstrating many of these functions.  

Okay – so Jan showed me the programme, and I was impressed!  I decided that I wanted it!... or convinced 

myself that I “needed” it!!  But there were some limitations (primarily financial ones!), and I didn’t 

immediately get my act together.  I meant to add “Trainz: A New Era” to my birthday present list, but then 

thought it might be a bit too expensive to expect it as a gift, so I should wait until my ship comes in, and I 

could afford to buy it for myself…   My other real concern was whether my laptop would be powerful 

enough to cope with all the fancy graphics.  I would need to get my IT-savvy son to check it out for me (I had 

no idea what was required, or even what I had! – I’m not IT-savvy at all!). 

But then, after nearly eight weeks of Lockdown, and not being able to run a single train anywhere at all (the 

last time that I physically ran a train was on Saturday 21st March, when I ran two of my British trains on 

ColinTT’s home layout as part of the demonstration for the SAG club visit to Colin), I was suffering serious 

withdrawal symptoms!  I decided to take the plunge, and go for it! 

My IT-savvy son lives on the other side of town, and under Lockdown he is no longer coming over for 

weekly Sunday lunch visits… so I would have to try and sort this out on my own! 

I checked the website (www.trainzportal.com), to look at the options and check out the prices.  I was 

pleasantly surprised to see that the dollar prices have dropped quite significantly from when I was 

previously looking.  This is possibly due to there now being a newer version of the programme available 

(Trainz Railroad Simulator 2019).  Anyhow, I decided that the $30 (about R570) was definitely affordable, 

given the circumstances (i.e. being starved for trains!!).  

The website is also very specific about the “system requirements” (computer system, that is!) in order to be 

able to handle the big programme.  The system requires (for T:ANE), a minimum of: 

 Windows 7 (64-Bit) or later version 

 Intel 1 / AMD K10 2 GHz processor 

 4 GB RAM memory 

 30 GB free disk space 

 1 GB VRam DirectX11-supported graphics card 

Next I fiddled with my laptop.  It was not a bad laptop when I bought it (in the year Dot) – an HP ProBook 

4530s with a Core i5 processor, and the best I could afford at the time.  But I had my doubts, given its age...  

After clicking a few buttons, and hunting around a bit, I managed to establish that it had the necessary 2 

GHz processor, and 4 GB of RAM, and 320 GB (lots!!) of free disk space, and had been “upgraded” to 

Windows 10.  But I couldn’t see anywhere that said what graphics card it has in it!  But photos and videos 

and movies all seem fine when viewed on the laptop, and the Trainz website’s demo videos run perfectly 

fine, so with a bit of luck….  I crossed my fingers, and bought the download! 

Buying and downloading the programme was another saga all on its own, as my Paypal details (card number) 

had changed since the last time I used Paypal…!  But eventually the 9,7 GB programme was paid for and 

there to be downloaded.  I took a photo of the download instructions, just in case anything went wrong… 

went wrong… went wrong…!  It was going to be a long download, taking about an hour…  but about halfway 

http://www.trainzportal.com/
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in, my wi-fi connection to the router cut out, and the download stopped.  I reconnected, and re-started the 

download, which is supposed to just pick up where it left off.  It didn’t… it started from the beginning all 

over again.  Then it cut out once again!  After this had happened four times, I decided that the best would 

be to connect the laptop directly to the router.  That meant finding a LAN cable!  I dug around and found a 

spare cable, and connected to the router, and started the download again.  This time it worked without 

interruption, but for some reason was WAY slower over the cable than it had been over wi-fi!  The 

download would now take 4 hours!!  And it did take nearly all that time – or at least more than three hours!  

With the programme finally downloaded and installed (fortunately it kinda installs itself!), it was time to see 

if it would start up and run, so that I could do a quick tutorial and learn how to drive a train…  Yay!! 

But of course – inevitably – the programme wouldn’t start up!   And when I checked the error messages 

against the info in the “help you” (Trainz Support) section of their very helpful website, it appeared that the 

problem was most likely to be a graphics-card one! 

Rather than confessing my inadequacies to my IT-savvy son (who has a young baby and is actually at work 

during Lockdown, having just started a new high-powered job at the beginning of the month and thus is 

terribly busy!), I took myself and my laptop off to Matrix Warehouse in Alberton, which fortunately is open 

again now under Level 4, thinking “all I need to do is upgrade the laptop graphics card to this DirectX11 

thingie they require”.  And the very helpful IT-savvy guy in the Matrix technical section knew exactly how to 

check what graphics card is in my laptop …. and it isn’t a DirectX11 type at all… it’s whatever came originally 

with the HP ProBook all those years ago, of course…  I asked – “well then, can we please replace it with a 

DirectX11 type?”  And his unfortunate answer was “No, you can’t replace the graphics card in a laptop with 

something else…”  Why the hell not???  I started to wonder just how IT-savvy he actually was… 

Anyway, it looked like I might have to instead run the programme on my old desktop, which I knew was not 

much younger than the laptop, and is very cluttered and rather slow, but which he assured me COULD be 

upgraded with extra RAM (if necessary) and the required DirectX11 graphics card!  And he said it was 

possible to copy the programme across from the laptop to the desktop, provided I still had the installation 

file… or definitely he said words to that effect.  I was hopeful again! 

So, the following day, I schlepped back to Matrix, carrying both my laptop and my desktop this time, having 

again to sanitize and fill in their entrance-register and have my temperature checked, and talk to everyone 

through this bloody mask again!  But IT-savvy Brendon wasn’t there this time – he was “out”, so I would 

need to speak to Lawrence and explain my problem all over again… 

Lawrence smiled and nodded wisely.  Yes, Brendon was right and you can’t put a new graphics card in the 

laptop, but they could put the required type of graphics card in the desktop, and also upgrade the RAM (the 

desktop also has the required 4 GB of RAM, but for some reason only 3,4 GB is “available”!).  And he sent 

the pretty young salesgirl assistant off to get a price for the graphics card.  She came back a while later with 

a piece of paper in her hand, and she and Lawrence had a hushed conversation which I battled to hear 

through all my hair and their masks.  But then I did manage to see the prices on the Quotation piece of 

paper she was waving around!  The graphics cards they had in stock ranged in price from R5160 up to 

R8480!!!  I asked if they were nuts!!!!??  All that, just to be able to run a R570 programme for a couple of 

months until I can get back to running my own trains on a proper layout again!!!!  Never going to happen!!  
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For that kind of money (which I don’t have to spend right now anyway!), I would rather buy myself a new 

laptop!...  The pretty young salesgirl (could she even be out of school yet?) then told me that she had a 

laptop on special for just R10K something…   

Fortunately Lawrence agreed with me! He and the young salesgirl had another muttered conversation 

which I again battled to follow (I think it actually had more to do with their techno-geek speak than with the 

decibel levels or the hair in and over my ears), and she went off to her computer-station again.  A few 

minutes later she came back, a little apologetically, and said that she could get me a suitable graphics card 

(“but it’s only a 2 GB” – I only need 1 GB, for heaven’s sake!) for R1300, but they don’t currently have stock, 

and will only get stock in next week…  But she’ll take my number and phone me when the stock comes in.   

And the required RAM upgrade will cost a further R520.  And Lawrence disagrees with Brendon that the 

programme can be copied across from the laptop to the desktop, and says I will need to pay for another 

download…. 

So we left it at that, and I took my desktop and laptop home again, STILL unable to run the programme or 

any trains…  Eish!!!! 

… and as at the time of publication, their 2 GB graphics card stocks STILL haven’t arrived…    

 

Whose Layout Is This??? (Answer to be provided in our next edition) 
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Yip!  That’s right – four tennis courts, and an Olympic-sized swimming pool in the background!  All at 1:148 
scale, of course…  And with really loooooooong N Gauge freight trains running around flawlessly.  And the 
clue would be in the signage that you can’t read in the picture at the right, where the one reads “Bruma 
Container Depot” (seen in the upper picture), and the other reads “Steam Preservation Society – Bruma”…. 
 
 
Answer to the May edition question…:  That very British layout belonged to Jim McLuskie. Jim, like most of 
us, was getting on in years, and decided the time had come to move into a retirement home.  And 
unfortunately there just wouldn’t be space to take his very sizable layout with him.  He was about to trash it!  
Fortunately ColinTT became aware of his predicament, and decided that there was a far better solution! 
Together with another train enthusiast Graham Guthrie, Colin sectioned Jim’s layout into transportable 
pieces in 2014, hired a truck, and moved it to SciBono in Newtown, where it now proudly resides, as an 
educational facility.  We visited SciBono in January 2016 as a club, and Colin gave us the run down.     
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  The EMRIG Water Tower Challenge… 

By ……………………. 

 

Water Tower Challenge Honours Board 

 2015 October  Glynn Chamberlain 

 2015 November Niel Wilson 

 2015 December  Terrence Marx (Part 1) 

 2016 January   Terrence Marx (Part 2) 

 2016 February  Terrence Marx (Part 3) 

 2016 March  Terrence Marx (Part 4) 

 2016 April  Peter Fish 

 2016 May  Colin Anstis 

 2016 June  Dave Wynne 

 …… then the ball got dropped for a bit… (no newsletters, change of Editor…) 

 2017 March  Brian Dawson 

 2017 April  Kevin Chamberlain 

 2017 May  Kobus Pelser (Part 1) 

 2017 June  Kobus Pelser (Part 2) 

 2017 July   Kobus Pelser (Part 3) 

 2017 August  Doug Buchanan didn’t participate (write), needs to donate to charity! 

 2017 September Karel van Breda 

 2017 October  Carl Andrews 

 2017 November and December and 2018 January  ….. no contributions ….. 

 2018 February  Margaret Wynne (who stepped in and offered to fill the gap!) 

 2018 March & April … waiting for articles ……….. 
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 2018 May  Ash Pappa 

 2018 June  John Henry (volunteered an article) 

 2018 July  Margaret Wynne entertained us with her story on trollies! 

 2018 August  …. Nothing once again…  

 2018 September Brian Dawson 

 2018 October  …. Nothing once again…  

 2018 November … same story… 

 2018 December … same story….  

 2019 January to date…  …still nothing has changed    … and THEN………..!!!! 

 2019 May, June, July & Aug Kobus Pelser (thank you for all your hard work, Kobus!) 

 2019 September Shane Brinkley (all the way from Perth!!) 

 …………… and nothing has happened since then………….      

 2020 April  Mark Peddle 

 2020 May  George Lagoudis 

…… and George challenged Harry Ostrofsky!  But it seems that George didn’t notify Harry in time, and Harry 

has not been able to prepare anything for us this month… but hopefully we’ll still get something from him 

for next month then!... 

 

 

 Upcoming Key Duty Roster:- 

 

For ease of reference, we normally include here the Key Duty Roster up to the end of the following month 

for the respective newsletter published.  But below is the 2020 Duty Roster as scheduled till the end of 

September 2020, just in case Lockdown gets lifted, but obviously everything is subject to the government’s 

LOCKDOWN regulations, under which we are currently not allowed to meet as a club, until further notice.   

Cell numbers have been removed due to this newsletter being in the public domain; however, these are on 

the full duty roster list on the noticeboard at the club, and the copy emailed to duty members, if required. 

As always, if you cannot make your assigned slot, please make an arrangement to swap with someone.  

Entries in Bold italics indicate a change from the original schedule.  
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  Date Name   Date Name 

5   1 Wed 3-6 Kallie vB 

2 Sat 6-6 Colin TT 2 Wed 10-6 Colin A 

3 Sat 13-6 Johan dV 3 Wed 17-6 Dave W 

4 Sat 20-6 Theuns W 4 Wed 24-6 Brian D 

5 Sat 27-6 Glynn C 1 Wed 1-7 Kallie vB 

1 Sat 4-7 Mark P 2 Wed 8-7 Colin A 

2 Sat 11-7 Terrence M 3 Wed 15-7 Dave W 

3 Sat 18-7 Kobus P 4 Wed 22-7 Brian D 

4 Sat 25-7 Colin A 5 Wed 29-7 Jan K 

1 Sat 1-8 Mark P 1 Wed 5-8 Kallie vB 

2 Sat 8-8 Terrence M 2 Wed 12-8 Colin A 

3 Sat 15-8 Kobus P 3 Wed 19-8 Dave W 

4 Sat 22-8 Colin A 4 Wed 26-8 Brian D 

5 Sat 29-8 William vdB 1 Wed 2-9 Kallie vB 

1 Sat 5-9 Colin TT 2 Wed 9-9 Colin A 

2 Sat 12-9 Johan dV 3 Wed 16-9 Dave W 

3 Sat 19-9 Theuns W 4 Wed 23-9 Brian D 

4 Sat 26-9 Glynn C 5 Wed 30-9 Kallie vB 

      

 

To guys doing Key Duty, remember to also empty the dustbins and check that the kitchen area is tidied up 

before you leave, as part of your duty.  ALL extension cables are to be UNPLUGGED at the wall sockets to 

protect the layout equipment against possible power surges due to lightning etc. (be careful with the one 

closest to the window, powering the IR, as this also powers the Security Gate lock!!!).  

Mark, as our Secretary, is responsible for the roster and the updating thereof – so for any changes that 

need to be made, please liaise with Mark, or just swap out with someone else if you can’t make your date, 

and then let Mark know what you have arranged.  
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Club Diary and Other Upcoming Activities:- 

 

 Whole Month of JUNE, Lockdown Level 3 in effect………… (well, that’s my guess, anyway!   ) 

 Sunday 28th June, Layout Visit to ……………………… POSTPONED UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE 

 Weekend 26th & 27th September, TGMTE at Florida Hoerskool  POSTPONED TO 2021 

 

2020 Club Committee Contact details:- 

 

Chairman – Glynn Chamberlain     glynn.chamberlain@gmail.com 

Secretary – Mark Peddle     mark@icemountain.co.za 

Treasurer – Jan Kruger        jan.kruger.10@gmail.com 

Layout Manager – Colin Tanner-Tremaine   cttremaine@mweb.co.za 

Webmaster – Glynn Chamberlain      glynn.chamberlain@gmail.com 

Newsletter Editor – Brian Dawson      brian.dawson@iafrica.com 

Publicity – Mark Peddle       mark@icemountain.co.za 

Swap Meet Manager – Mark Peddle     mark@icemountain.co.za 

Club Banking Details:- 

 

Banking details: - 

Name: - Eastern Model Railway Interest Group 

Bank: -  FNB Northmead Square     Account No: -    625 483 74149     Branch code: - 250 655.  

Please, DO NOT forget to put YOUR NAME as the reference.  

IMPORTANT NOTE – SUBS FOR 2020 ARE NOW OVERDUE FOR PAYMENT, IF YOU 
HAVE NOT YET PAID; THEY SHOULD HAVE BEEN PAID BEFORE THE END OF MARCH, 
PLEASE. 

THE SUBSCRIPTION FEES FOR 2020 WERE DISCUSSED AND FINALISED AT THE AGM.   

mailto:glynn.chamberlain@gmail.com
mailto:glynn.chamberlain@gmail.com
mailto:mark@icemountain.co.za
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THEY ARE BEING KEPT AT R400,00 FOR ORDINARY MEMBERS, AND R600,00 FOR 
FAMILY MEMBERSHIP.  BUT (AND ONLY IF YOU WERE A PAID UP MEMBER IN GOOD 
STANDING IN 2019) THERE IS A DISCOUNT OF 50% APPLICABLE ON THE ABOVE! 

PLEASE CAN WE ASK THAT EVERYONE PAY BY INTERNET TRANSFER IF AT ALL 
POSSIBLE? – CASH DEPOSITS COST THE CLUB MONEY!!!   

AND PLEASE USE YOUR NAME AS THE REFERENCE WITH YOUR PAYMENT – AND 
NOT “EMRIC” (sic), AS ONE ANONYMOUS (UNIDENTIFIABLE!!) MEMBER DID THIS 
PAST YEAR… AND AGAIN THIS YEAR!!!!     

 

 

 

No wonder it was so jolly cold last week! … there was snow somewhere in Krugersdorp…….!! 


